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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TALLAHASSEE DIVISION 
 

HILLARY RING, Individually and  
on behalf of a class of all similarly 
situated Florida citizens, 
 
 Plaintiff,     CASE NO.:  

 
  v.     
       
DISCOUNT TIRE CO.,   CLASS REPRESENTATION 
 
 Defendant. 
__________________________________/    JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
 
 Plaintiff, HILLARY RING, individually, and on behalf of a class of all others similarly 

situated as defined herein, hereby files the following Class Action Complaint against Defendant, 

DISCOUNT TIRE CO. (“DISCOUNT TIRE”), and alleges:   

JURISDICTION, PARTIES, AND VENUE 

1. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332 because there is 

complete diversity between Defendant and at least one member of the class; there are more than 

one hundred members of the class; and the amount in controversy exceeds $5,000,000 exclusive 

of interest and costs.  This Court also has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 

2202 and is authorized to grant declaratory relief under these statutes.   All other factual conditions 

precedent necessary to empower this Court with subject matter and personal jurisdiction have been 

satisfied.   

2. This is an action for individual and class injunctive relief, declaratory judgment, 

and for claims for damages. 
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3. Plaintiff at all times material hereto was an adult resident citizen of Leon County, 

Florida, and is an aggrieved person who brings this class action on behalf of herself, and all others 

similarly situated, against DISCOUNT TIRE, pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

23(b)(2) and (b)(3), to protect the rights of other persons, and to protect the public interest.  The 

allegations and claims below occurred in Leon County, Florida.   

4. At all times material to this complaint, DISCOUNT TIRE was a citizen of Arizona 

conducting business in Leon County, Florida, and in numerous other Florida counties, and was 

authorized to do business and doing business as a “motor vehicle repair shop” as defined in 

Florida’s Motor Vehicle Repair Act (FMVRA), § 559.903(6), Fla. Stat. 

5. DISCOUNT TIRE operates thirty-two (32) motor vehicle repair shops in Florida, 

which all share the same corporate structure and are operated and controlled congruently. 

BACKGROUND 

6. This Class Action lawsuit involves violations of FMVRA, pursuant to section 

559.901, et seq., Fla. Stat.  Specifically, section 559.905 (1), Fla. Stat., requires that DISCOUNT 

TIRE provide each customer with a written repair estimate stating the estimated cost of the repair 

work, including the information set forth in section 559.905 (1) (a – n), Fla. Stat, when the 

customer requests repair work that exceeds $100.00.  Pursuant to section 559.905 (2), Fla. Stat., 

the written repair estimate with the required itemized information must be provided to the customer 

before the repair work is performed.  

7. DISCOUNT TIRE, however, employs a standard practice that fails to provide its 

customers with written estimates before the work is performed for repairs exceeding $100.00, in 

violation of section 559.905, Fla. Stat.  It is DISCOUNT TIRE’s standard and common practice 

for its sales representatives to confer with each customer, and once the tires are chosen, 
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DISCOUNT TIRE representatives enter the information into a computer.  The total price of the 

tire installation is provided to the customer, but no written estimate is printed, provided, or signed 

by DISCOUNT TIRE customers. 

8. Instead, DISCOUNT TIRE representatives obtain payment in full of the pending 

repairs, and direct customers to a waiting area.  After the repairs are performed the DISCOUNT 

TIRE representative calls the customer back to the sales counter, and at that time the representative 

finally prints the repair invoice.  It is DISCOUNT TIRE’s standard and common practice to fold 

the invoice, place it into a DISCOUNT TIRE envelope, and hand it to the customer along with the 

keys to the customer’s vehicle. 

9. The DISCOUNT TIRE invoice that is provided to the customer after the work is 

performed includes the statutorily required written estimate form required by section 559.905, Fla. 

Stat.  However, because the written estimate form was never provided to the customer prior to the 

repairs being performed, as required by the statute, there is no customer signature on the estimate 

form.  This practice is standard for the entire putative class. 

10. Further, the DISCOUNT TIRE estimate form contained on the invoice does not 

include a check mark by the customer for any of the repair estimate options.  Section 559.905 (2), 

Fla. Stat., requires the following: 

  If the cost of repair work will exceed $100, the shop shall present to the customer  
  a written notice conspicuously disclosing, in a separate, blocked section, only the  
  following statement, in capital letters of at least 12-point type:  

  PLEASE READ CAREFULLY, CHECK ONE OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW, 
  AND SIGN:  

  I UNDERSTAND THAT, UNDER STATE LAW, I AM ENTITLED TO A  
  WRITTEN ESTIMATE IF MY FINAL BILL WILL EXCEED $100.  

  _____ I REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE.  

  _____ I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE AS LONG AS THE  
  REPAIR COSTS DO NOT EXCEED $______.  
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  THE SHOP MAY NOT EXCEED THIS AMOUNT WITHOUT MY WRITTEN  
  OR ORAL APPROVAL.  

  _____ I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE.  

   

  SIGNED _________________ DATE ___________ 

 
11. Instead of providing the written estimate to the customer prior to performing the 

work and obtaining the customer’s signature indicating one of the preferences stated above, 

DISCOUNT TIRE utilizes an electronic disclaimer that states “Signature on file.”  (See Exhibit 

1.)  However, no customer signature is on file for the written estimate and the requirements of 

section 559.905, Fla. Stat.  Again, this practice is standard and common to the entire putative class. 

12. The harm that occurs to DISCOUNT TIRE customers as a result of the tactic 

described above is that customers are unable to review the costs being charged, or to make 

meaningful choices for products that DISCOUNT TIRE regularly adds to the invoices without 

customer approval.  For example, DISCOUNT TIRE added two “Certificates for refund, 

replacement,” (Certificates) at a cost of $21 each, to Plaintiff’s invoice.  (See Exhibit 1).  Plaintiff 

was completely unaware that an additional charge of $42 was added to her tires purchase.  At no 

time did DISCOUNT TIRE’s sales representative notify Plaintiff that these charges were being 

added, nor was Plaintiff given any opportunity to decline the charges. 

13. Upon information and belief, DISCOUNT TIRE adds these undisclosed charges 

for “Certificates” as a routine practice.  Further, DISCOUNT TIRE does not identify or define in 

any meaningful fashion on the invoice what a “Certificate” actually constitutes on the itemized 

invoice.  Instead, the word “Certificates” is placed in an itemization of various other charges and 

fees, such as “Environmental Fee,” “Waste Tire – Disposal Fee,” “Installation & Lifetime 

Balancing” fees, among others.  Thus, customers have no real understanding of what “Certificates” 
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are, and no meaningful choice to decline or otherwise negotiate the amounts being charged by 

DISCOUNT TIRE. 

14. In fact, “Certificates” are a DISCOUNT TIRE warranty on the tires purchased by 

its customers. 1  The invoice that DISCOUNT TIRE folds up and inserts into an envelope before 

giving it to customers is currently a long, narrow document that contains no terms whatsoever that 

describe what the Certificates provide.  Instead, there is simply a note under the itemization for the 

Certificates stating: “For tire certificate details see www.discounttire.com/customer-

service/certificates.” 

15. During a portion of the class period (defined below), DISCOUNT TIRE used a 

different invoice form that was several pages.  On the third page there was a bordered section titled 

“CERTIFICATE For Repair, Refund or Replacement.”  (Exhibit 2.)  The terms described in this 

section provided that “for a fee collected” DISCOUNT TIRE will refund the purchase price of the 

associated tire “in the event of a failure due to workmanship and materials or a non-reparable road 

hazard for the service of the original tread down to 3/32 inch remaining, or 3 years from the date 

of purchase, whichever occurs first.” 

16. Thus, customers such as Plaintiff are paying a fee of $21 per tire for a simple 

warranty. 2   

17. Because DISCOUNT TIRE does not provide the written estimate prior to the work 

being performed, customers are not aware that they are paying $21 or more for the “Certificate” 

warranty.  The purpose of the statutorily required written estimate was stated by a Florida District 

Court in the seminal case on the subject as follows: 

It was apparently the intent of the legislature to protect consumers against 
misunderstandings arising from oral estimates of motor vehicle repairs and the legal 

 
1 Although DISCOUNT TIRE refers to the product as a “Certificate,” it is clearly, by law, a warranty. 
2 The amount of the Certificate fee is related to the amount each tire costs and varies accordingly. 
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disputes and litigation that result from the “fait accompli” nature of claims for repair 
work already done. 
 

Osteen v. Morris, 481 So. 2d 1287 (Fla. 5th DCA 1986).  Here, DISCOUNT TIRE creates the very 

misunderstanding the Florida legislature attempted to avoid through implementation of the 

FMVRA by failing to provide customers like Plaintiff “a clear written estimate given before the 

repairs are undertaken….”  Id.   

18. Further, virtually every tire manufacturer already includes a warranty on the tires 

sold by DISCOUNT TIRE, for no additional cost.  Thus, DISCOUNT TIRE is charging a 

Certificate fee for its customers’ tires when each tire sold is already warranted by the manufacturer 

warranty, which is provided at no additional cost to the customer. 

19. DISCOUNT TIRE’s standard practice of failing to provide its customers a written 

estimate that clearly sets forth the repairs and costs for other items, such as the certificates, allows 

DISCOUNT TIRE to add the Certificates to a high percentage of tire sales to its customers. 

20. DISCOUNT TIRE routinely adds the cost of its Certificate for each tire purchased 

to each customer invoice without disclosing this additional cost.  If a customer becomes aware of 

the charge for Certificates and questions or objects to this additional charge, DISCOUNT TIRE 

employees are trained to overcome the objections. Using these tactics, DISCOUNT TIRE charges 

an incredibly high percentage of its customers for the Certificates even though the benefit of the 

Certificate is marginal at best over the free Limited Warranties. 

21. If DISCOUNT TIRE provided its customers with a written estimate for all repairs 

that exceed $100.00 in accordance with Florida law, then customers would have the opportunity 

to review the additional charges for the Certificates, and other add-on products that DISCOUNT 

TIRE includes, and the opportunity to object or negotiate these add-on items. 
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FACTS SPECIFIC TO THE CLASS REPRESENTATIVE 

22. On or about October 27, 2020, Plaintiff visited DISCOUNT TIRE to purchase two 

new tires for her vehicle.  Plaintiff met a DISCOUNT Tire representative and chose the tires to be 

installed on her vehicle.  The DISCOUNT TIRE representative entered Plaintiff’s information into 

a computer and obtained full payment from Plaintiff for the tires prior to the work being performed. 

23. At no time did Plaintiff agree to purchase two Certificates from DISCOUNT TIRE 

in relation to the purchase of the tires. The tires cost $149 each, and DISCOUNT TIRE also 

charged an “Installation & Life of Tire Maintenance” fee of $22 per tire. 

24. DISCOUNT TIRE performed the tire installation requested by Plaintiff and, upon 

completion, DISCOUNT TIRE summoned Plaintiff to the customer service desk and handed her 

the keys to her vehicle with a DISCOUNT TIRE envelope that contained the printed repair invoice. 

25. At no time prior to the repairs being performed did DISCOUNT TIRE provide 

Plaintiff a written repair estimate as required by section 559.905, Fla. Stat.   

26. At a later date, Plaintiff reviewed the repair invoice that DISCOUNT TIRE had 

folded and inserted into the envelope.  At that time Plaintiff discovered that DISCOUNT TIRE 

had added two “Certificates” to her invoice, at a cost of $21 each, for a total addition cost of $42.  

(Exhibit 1.) 

27. Plaintiff’s repair invoice includes the form required by section 559.905, Fla. Stat., 

however, DISCOUNT TIRE did not obtain Plaintiff’s signature, or complete the form by checking 

the appropriate box indicating whether Plaintiff requested a written estimate. 

FACTS RELATED TO CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

28. On information and belief, DISCOUNT TIRE has engaged in a pattern and practice 

of violating Florida Statutes on a regular and customary basis.  Florida’s Legislature enacted 

Florida’s Motor Vehicle Repair Act (FMVRA) with the intent of protecting consumers against 
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misunderstandings arising from oral estimates of motor vehicle repairs and the legal disputes and 

litigation that result from the “fait accompli” nature of claims for repair work already done.  Osteen 

v. Morris, 481 So. 2d 1287 (Fla. 5th DCA 1986).  The FMVRA requires a written estimate for any 

repairs that exceed $100, however, DISCOUNT TIRE has a standard practice of failing to provide 

the estimate in a written form prior to performing the repairs. 

29. As a result of DISCOUNT TIRE’s violation of section 559.905, Fla. Stat., it is able 

to routinely add a charge for “Certificates” that purport to be a benefit to customers by providing 

replacement for damaged tires.  Again, DISCOUNT TIRE regularly adds this charge to customers’ 

invoices without disclosing the charge prior to including it on the invoice, and without its 

customers requesting or accepting the product.   

30. DISCOUNT TIRE violates FMVRA, section 559.905, by uniformly failing to 

provide its customers written estimates for repair work exceeding $100.00, prior to performing the 

repair work. 

CLASS DEFINITION 

31. This lawsuit is brought on behalf of Plaintiff, individually, and all persons in the 

State of Florida who purchased tires from a Florida DISCOUNT TIRE and paid a repair invoice 

without being provided a written estimate prior to the work being performed that exceeded 

$100.00. 

32. Excluded from the Class are judicial personnel involved in considering the claims 

herein, all persons in bankruptcy, Defendant Discount Tire Co., any entities in which Defendant 

has a controlling interest, and all of Defendant’s legal representatives, heirs and successors. 

33. This Class period is defined as beginning four (4) years prior to the filing of this 

action and continuing through the date that the Court orders that notice be issued to the class. 
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CLASS ALLEGATIONS 

34. Plaintiff and all members of the Class are customers under Fla. Stat. 559.903(1) 

that the Florida Motor Vehicle Repair Act is intended to protect. 

35. The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder of all members is not 

practical.  While the exact number of Class members is unknown to Plaintiff at this time, Plaintiff 

believes it is in excess of 10,000.  Detailed information on the size of the Class can be ascertained 

through appropriate discovery and from records maintained by DISCOUNT TIRE and its agents. 

36. Important to the Plaintiff’s class action allegations is the fact that DISCOUNT 

TIRE uniformly fails to provide written estimates to its customers for repairs that exceed $100, 

prior to performing the repairs, in violation of section 559.905, Fla. Stat.   

37. Plaintiff’s class action claims are typical of the Class they seek to represent, as 

Plaintiff and all other members of the Class sustained actual damages as a result of DISCOUNT 

TIRE’s violation of section 559.905, Fla. Stat.  An example of the economic harm that has occurred 

as a result of this violation is that numerous Florida customers paid for DISCOUNT TIRE’s 

“Certificates” without their knowledge or consent.   

38. Plaintiff has no interests adverse to the class and will fairly and adequately protect 

and represent the interest of each member of the Class. 

39. Adequate Representation. Plaintiff has retained the undersigned law firms as 

counsel in this matter.  These firms are experienced in handling class actions involving, among 

other matters, consumer protection issues.  As a result, Plaintiff’s attorneys are qualified and 

experienced in class action litigation and will adequately protect the interests of the class. 

40. A class is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication 

of this controversy because joinder of all members is impracticable; liability can be proven class-
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wide by proving liability against DISCOUNT TIRE for the named Plaintiff; and the large number 

of potential individual actions would create burdens, expense, and inefficiencies for this Court.  

Plaintiff foresees no significant difficulties in managing this action as a class action. 

41. Absent a class action, the relatively small amount of individual damages at stake 

for individual actions would be outweighed by the cost of the litigation.  Joining these relatively 

small individual claims is practically speaking the only method by which the putative class 

members will remedy the wrongs addressed herein. 

42. Common questions of law and fact exist as to all members of the Class and 

predominate over any questions affecting solely individual members of the Class. 

43. Among the questions of law and fact common to the Class are: 

a) Whether DISCOUNT TIRE violated section 559.905, Fla. Stat., by uniformly 

failing to provide its customers written estimates for repair work exceeding 

$100.00, prior to performing the repair work. 

b) Whether DISCOUNT TIRE’s practices described above should be declared 

unlawful by the Court, and whether DISCOUNT TIRE should be enjoined from 

continuing the practices, pursuant to section 559.921 (1), Fla. Stat.; 

c) Whether DISCOUNT TIRE is required to disgorge to Plaintiff and Class Members 

all amounts over and above $100 for any repairs performed without a written 

estimate provided to the customer prior to the repairs being performed; and 

d) Whether Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to recover court costs and 

attorney’s fees pursuant to section 559.921, Fla. Stat. 

44. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2), and (b)(3), Plaintiff, individually and on behalf 

of all similarly situated persons, maintains this class action as a result of DISCOUNT TIRE’s 
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actions or omissions as set forth herein.  Those actions or omissions are generally applicable to all 

the members of the class thereby making final injunctive or declaratory relief concerning the class 

as a whole appropriate and damages also appropriate in the amount of overcharge paid. 

COUNT I –VIOLATION OF FMVRA  
PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 559.903, ET SEQ. 

 
45. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 44 as if expressly set 

forth herein. 

46. Pursuant to Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.220(b)(3), DISCOUNT TIRE’s acts 

and omissions, as alleged herein, violate the FMVRA, Fla. Stat. §§ 559.901 et. seq.  Specifically, 

DISCOUNT TIRE violated section 559.905, Fla. Stat., which requires that DISCOUNT TIRE 

provide each customer a written estimate for repairs that exceed $100, prior to the repairs being 

performed. 

47. As set forth above, DISCOUNT TIRE does not provide a written estimate to 

customers – including Plaintiff – prior to performing the repairs that exceed $100.  As described 

above, this standard practice harms Florida consumers because DISCOUNT TIRE also has a 

practice of adding unapproved, unauthorized, and unrequested fees to the repair invoice for items 

such as DISCOUNT TIRE’s Certificates.  Because DISCOUNT TIRE customers do not receive a 

written estimate for the customer’s signature before the work is performed, the class customers are 

unable to review, object, or negotiate the complete terms and products included on the invoice. 

48. Plaintiff and the Class have suffered actual damages in any amounts that exceed 

$100 for repairs performed. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and all others similarly situated, demands 

judgment against DISCOUNT TIRE for any and all damages pursuant to section 559.905, Fla. 

Stat., together with interest both prejudgment and postjudgment, costs and attorney fees pursuant 
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to Florida Statutes §559.921 (1), Fla. Stat., and such other and further relief as the Court may deem 

just and proper, and demands trial by jury on all issues triable at law by jury. 

COUNT II - REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF PURSUANT TO SECTION 501.211, FLA. STAT. 

 
49. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 43 as if expressly set 

forth herein. 

50. DISCOUNT TIRE violated the FMVRA, Fla. Stat. §§ 559.905 et. seq, as described 

above.  Plaintiff and Class Members have been aggrieved by the violations.  This is an action for 

declaratory judgment and injunctive relief pursuant to §559.921(1), Fla. Stat., as follows: 

a) Plaintiff seeks a declaratory judgment that DISCOUNT TIRE’s practice of failing 

to provide a written estimate to customers – including Plaintiff – prior to performing 

repairs that exceed $100, is unlawful pursuant to § 559.905, Fla. Stat.; 

b) Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief requiring DISCOUNT TIRE to comply with section 

559.905, Fla. Stat., by providing a written estimate to all customers requesting 

repairs that exceed $100, prior to performing the repairs, and permitting customers 

to select the appropriate choice regarding the written estimate.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and all others similarly situated, demands 

declaratory and injunctive judgment against DISCOUNT TIRE as requested above, plus costs and 

attorney fees pursuant to Florida Statutes §559.921 (1), and such other and further relief as the 

Court may deem just and proper, and demands trial by jury on all issues triable at law by jury. 

 

Dated:  November 3, 2021.    
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COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFF 

       

/S/ William c. Bielecky 
WILLIAM C. BIELECKY, P.A.  
WILLIAM C. BIELECKY 
Florida Bar No.: 0106275 
400 Capital Circle SE 
Suite 18, Box 300 
Tallahassee, FL  32301 
Telephone: (850) 521-0022 
Email: bbielecky@outlook.com 
 

/s/ J. Matthew Stephens 
J. Matthew Stephens 
Florida Bar No.:  0688649 
METHVIN, TERRELL, YANCEY, 
STEPHENS & MILLER, P.C. 
2201 Arlington Avenue South 
Birmingham, Alabama 35205 
Telephone: (205) 939-0199 
Email: mstephens@mtattorneys.com  

 
 
 

 
Defendant can be served at: 
 
DISCOUNT TIRE CO. C/O REGISTERED AGENT 
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY  
1201 HAYS STREET 
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301 
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                                    VIEW SALES INVOICE                                          
                                DISCOUNT TIRE                       10/27/2020                  
                                                                     5:08 PM                    
                                                                                               .
 HILLARY RING                                                                                   
                                                                                  
 TALLAHASSEE, FL 32312                                                                          
                                                                                
                                                                                               .
 2012  INFINITI                                                                                 
 QX56                        Miles:  126,803                                                    
 20"BASE   ALL TRIMS         Torque Specs: 100                                                  
                                                                                               .
 FLT 02  MV# 37515                                                  Invoice #                   
 1507 KILLEARN CENTER BLVD                                          1462925                     
 TALLAHASSEE, FL 32309                                                                          
 850.894.8473                                                                                   
                                                                                               .
 Salesperson  17                                                                                
 BRIAN J FILIPPI                                                                                
                                                                                               .
 Estimated Completion Time:       06:15 PM                                                      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------                
 Article  Qty  Description                       FET           Price     Amount                 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------                
   41854    2  275  /60   R20   115T SL BSW                    149.00     298.00                
   NRM           PTF  PATHFINDER      HT                                                        
TIRE MILEAGE WARRANTY:  60000                                                                   
BOLT PATTERN: 6-139.7                                                                           
INFLATION F:35 R:35                                                                             
   80017    2  CERTIFICATES FOR                                 21.00      42.00                
   NRM           REFUND,  REPLACEMENT                                                           
For tire certificate details, see                                                               
    www.discounttire.com/customer-service/certificates                                          
   80075    2  STATE REQUIRED                                    1.00       2.00                
   NRM           TIRE FEE                                                                       
   80224    2  WASTE TIRE                                        3.00       6.00                
   NRM           DISPOSAL FEE                                                                   
   80219    2  INSTALLATION &                                   22.00      44.00                
   NRM           LIFE OF TIRE MAINTENANCE                                                       
Terms and Conditions can be found at                                                            
    www.discounttire.com/customer-service/invoice-terms                                         
   41854   -1  275  /60   R20   115T SL BSW                    149.00    -149.00                
   RHZ           PTF  PATHFINDER      HT                                                        
   41854    1  275  /60   R20   115T SL BSW                    149.00     149.00                
   NRM           PTF  PATHFINDER      HT                                                        
TIRE MILEAGE WARRANTY:  60000                                                                   
INFLATION F:35 R:35                                                                             
   80017    1  CERTIFICATES FOR                                 21.00      21.00                
   NRM           REFUND,  REPLACEMENT                                                           
For tire certificate details, see                                                               
    www.discounttire.com/customer-service/certificates                                          
   80075    1  STATE REQUIRED                                    1.00       1.00                
   NRM           TIRE FEE                                                                       
   80403    1  ADJUSTMENT/BAL & VAL                               .00        .00                
   NRM           LIFETIME                                                                       
   80136   -1  TRADE-IN        TIRES                            35.00     -35.00                
   NRM           TIRE MISC USED                                                                 
APPOINTMENT: 10-27-2020  5:15 PM                                                                
                                                                                               .
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              When replacing less than four tires, Discount Tire                                
              recommends that the new tires will be placed on                                   
              the rear axle of the vehicle                                                      
                                                                                               .
              The tire and/or wheel you have chosen is different                                
              from the original equipment provided with your                                    
              vehicle and may change its handling or stability                                  
              characteristics.                                                                  
              Further information is available from your                                        
              Discount Tire salesperson.                                                        
              ==================================================                                
                                                                                               .
              PLEASE READ CAREFULLY, CHECK ONE OF THE STATEMENTS                                
              BELOW AND SIGN:                                                                   
                                                                                               .
              I UNDERSTAND THAT, UNDER STATE LAW, I AM ENTITLED                                 
              TO A WRITTEN ESTIMATE IF MY FINAL BILL WILL EXCEED                                
              $100.00                                                                           
                                                                                               .
              _____ I REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE                                                
                                                                                               .
              _____ I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE AS LONG                                 
                                                                                               .
                  AS THE REPAIR COSTS DO NOT EXCEED $ ________                                  
                                                                                               .
              THE SHOP MAY NOT EXCEED THIS AMOUNT WITHOUT MY                                    
                WRITTEN OR ORAL APPROVAL.                                                       
                                                                                               .
              _____ I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE                                         
                                                                                               .
              SIGNED ___________________________________________                                
                                                                                               .
              DATE    ________________________                                                  
                                                                                               .
              ==================================================                                
                                                                                               .
                                                                                               .
              Name and Phone of Additional Person Who May                                       
                Authorize Repairs:                                                              
                                  ______________________________                                
                                                                                               .
                                  ______________________________                                
                                                                                               .
              I hereby authorize the above work to be done with                                 
              the necessary materials. I understand that all                                    
              warranties are manufacturer's warranties and all                                  
              parts are new unless otherwise noted. A storage                                   
              fee of $2.00 per day may be applied to vehicles                                   
              which are not claimed within 3 working days from                                  
              the date of notification. All labor rates are flat                                
              rate. There is no charge for estimates. You and                                   
              your employees may operate the above vehicle for                                  
              the purpose of testing. Unless checked (  )                                       
              I do not request the return of replaced parts.                                    
              FS403.718 mandates a $1.00 fee for each new tire                                  
              sold in the State of Florida. This charge                                         
              represents costs and profits to the motor vehicle                                 
              repair facility for miscellaneous shop supplies or                                
              waste disposal.                                                                   
                                                                                               .
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              How do you wish to pay for this service?                                          
                                                                                               .
              ____Cash ____Check ____Credit Card ____Money Order                                
                                                                                               .
                   Date Promised ____________________                                           
                                                                                               .
              Customer Signature _______________________________                                
                                                                                               .
                                                                                               .
              I understand by my signature below: The personal                                  
              and vehicle information I have voluntarily                                        
              provided is correct. I agree to purchase the                                      
              products, pay the fees, and authorize the service                                 
              and repairs at the final costs specifically listed                                
              in this electronic invoice. This invoice, if and                                  
              as necessary under the law, is an estimate of                                     
              repair and service costs as detailed herein. Terms                                
              and Conditions for this transaction are found at                                  
              www.discounttire.com/customer-service/invoice-terms                               
                                                                                               .
                                       Sub Total:              379.00                           
                                       Sales Tax:               28.43                           
                                                                                               .
                                       Sales Total:            407.43                           
                                                                                               .
                                       Tendered:               407.43      (MSC)                
 Tkn# XXXXXXXX4591   Ath# 01052B                                                                
                                       Tendered Today:         407.43                           
                                                                                               .
                                       Tendered Total:         407.43                           
                                                                                               .
                                                                                               .
                                                                                               .
                                 Signature on file                                              
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DDB CT I R PAGE 1 OF 2

discourittire.com

DATE:

FLT 01 MV-34614
212 N MAGNOLIA DR
TALLAHASSEE FL 32301-2638

MILEAGE:AIM PHONE: 850-878-8473
PLATE # 002 ADRIAN T JOHNSON

TORQUE SPECS: 085 I WORK ORDER#

24258 NRM 4 265 /70 R16 112T SL BSW ,00 161,00 644.00
YOK YOKOHAMA YK-HTX

WARRANTY: MILEAGE- 70,000 SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WARRANTY DETAILS,
COMMENT: BOLT PATTERN: 6-139.7
COMMENT: INFLATION F:32
80017 NRM 4 CERTIFICATES FOR REFUND, REPLACEMENT .00 22.75 91.0080075 NRM 4 STATE REQUIRED ENVIRONMENTAL FEE - UNITS .00 1.00 4.0080224 NRM 4 WASTE TIRE DISPOSAL FEE .00 3.00 12.0080219 NRM 4 INSTALLATION & LIFETIME SPIN BALANCING .00 16.00 64.0080402 NRM 4 VALVES, ROTATIONS & REPAIRS INCLUDED FREE .00 .00 .00COMMENT: APPOINTMENT:

The tire and/or wheel you have chosen is different from the original equipment provided with
your vehicle and may change its handling or stability characteristics.
Further information is available from your Discount Tire salesperson.

Signature on file

.F9Dn
'Nape

10096
recyclable paper
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CT I R E) PAGE 2 OF 2

discounttire.com

DATE:

FLT 01 MV-34614
212 N MAGNOLIA DR
TALLAHASSEE FL 32301-2638

MILEAGE: PHONE; 850-873-8473
PLATE # 002 ADRIAN T JOHNSON

TORQUE SPECS: 085 I WORM ORDER#

PLEASE READ DAREFULLY,CHECK ONE OF THE STATEMENTS..BELOWANDSIGN.;.4...,,..„.:-%-.... •

I UNDERSTAND THAT, UNDER STATE LAW, I AM ENTITLED TO A WRITTEN ESTIMATE IF MY_FINAL BILL WILL
EXCEED $100.00

I REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE
I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE AS LONG AS THE REPAIR COSTS DO NOT EXCEED $

THE SHOP MAY NOT EXCEED THIS AMOUNT WITHOUT-MY WRITTEN OR ORAL APPROVAL.
I DO NOT REQUEST A WRITTEN ESTIMATE.

SIGNED DATE

Name and, Phone of Additional Person Who May Authorize Repairs:

I hereby authorize the above work to be done with the necessary materials. I understand that all
warranties are manufacturer's warranties and all parts are new unless otherwise noted. Ñ storagefee of $2.00 per day may be applied to vehicles which are not claimed within 3 working days from
the date of notification. All labor rates are flat rate. There is no charge for estimates.
You and your employees may operate the above vehicle for the purpose of testing.Unless checked ( ) I do not request the return of replaced parts.
FS403718 mandates a $1.00 fee for each new tire sold in the State of Florida.
This charge represents costs and profits to the motor vehicle repair facility for
miscellaneous shop supplies or waste disposal.
How do you wish to pay for this service? Cash Check Credit Card Money Order

Date Promised: Customer Signature

SUBTOTAL;
TAX:

TOTAL:

XXXXXXXXXXXX 30.1 VISA:
TENDERED:

Signature on file

100%
recyclable paper
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LIMITED WARRANTIES
Discount Tire and America's Tire Stores

CERTIFICATE ..--„,„-_, ELIGIBILITY
-

These Limited Warranties apply to all owners of the tire usingS"..- '../,..,:i,,, it in non-commercial service, except for the Mileage Warranty which is limited
--__ .-*'' to the original purchaser.

FOR REPAIR, REFUND OR REPLACEMENT ,i.-:z:---,,,,,
'_:7$1 TO MAKE A CLAIM - Present your dre(s) and original sales invoice to anyDiscount Tire or America's Tire Store. To locate a store you may call 1-(888) 774-For a fee collected at the time of the original tire purchase or for a fee collected to subject l- >3-',) 6560, or visit the Discount Tire web site at www.discourattire.com. The vehicleOther tires to the terms of this certificate, Discount Tire Of America's Tire stores will _-_---t-,:fN on which the tire was used must be available for inspection. You will be askedrefund the purchase price and the sales ta.x, if any, on any tire covered in the event of a ;-::. ,,,i.,) to complete the customer portion of the adjustment claim form.failure due to Workmanship and materials or a non-repairable road hazard for the service F-z-.-.•of the original tread, down to 3/32 inch remaining, or 3 years from date of purchase,
.)

WARRANTY COVERAGE
whichever occurs rust. Upon refund or credit of sales tax, customer hereby acknowledges -,,-.-,-r-,V New Tires

- Worlunanship and Materials - lf our examination showsby actual signature or electronic signature capture such credit or refund This additional er---.fl: 2,thata passenger, SUV, or light truck tire covered bythis warranty has becomeacknowledgement satisfies a technical requirement in the sales tax statutes and/or '74,-.- 2..,$ unserviceable due to a workmanship or materials defect during the serviceregulations for many jurisdictions that a signed receipt must be obtained upon the refund --7-4:= dowrt to 3/32 of an inch, it will be replaced on a pro rata tread wear basis.or credit of sales taxes At the election of the purchaser, we will sell a replacement tire ,:',z.::-,,,g,/ New Tires
- Road Hazard (if applicable) -

If our examination shows thatto the purchaser at the original price paid for the damaged tire, plus the required sales 71:17;:-.;
a passenger, SUV, or light truck tire covered by this warranty has becometax. In the event the covered tire is discontinued or unavailable, a tire of similar value will :7.-.- '..--,,1 unserviceable due to a normal road hazard (i.e., non-repairable puncture, cut,be substituted. '17-:',Y, snag, bruise, or impact break) during the service down.to 3/32 of an inch, it

If in our opinion, the tire can be safely repaired we will do so free of charge. The cost of '...,-_ •, will be replaced on a. prorata treadwear basis. -
•

this certificate is set forth on the receipt issued for the purchase of tire(s). r.":"*.---,-..... ' New Tires
- Mileage Warranty (if applicable) - In addition to the

warranties above, every mileage warranted passenger, SUV or light truckThis certificate will be honored at any Discount Tire orAmerica's Tire stores. This certificate ET:-7=,..'%.-
•1

'

=`•
\ tire is warranted to the original purchaser for the specified number ofmilesdoes not cover damage caused by collision, vandalism, chain damage, mechanical defects 6-,---..1 of tread wear and against normal road hazards- for the same mileage (ifof the vehicle or willful abuse. No other property damage or consequential damage of any ---r---.:_L-,- .,

i..-itir- applicable). If our examination shows that the tire covered by this warrantykind is covered by this certificate.
..7- .%YP ) has worn down to its tread indicators before giving the specified number

of miles of non-commercial service on the passenger, SUV or light truck onThere will be additional charges to purchase a new certificate for a replacement tire and -ffsf_st% which it was installed it will be replaced on a pro-rata mileage basis.to balance a replacement tire.

,7-:-:...)' ATV/Trailer Tires - If our examidition shows that a trailer or ATV tireBy redeeming this certificate, the customer relinquishes the right to any manufacturer's 7,-.:::__ -,...,‘ covered by this warranty has become unserviceable, other than by a roadwananty that may apply, and Discount Tire or America's Tire may claim for itsown benefit 141.-- .,,, hazard, during the three year period following its date of purchase, it willany such manufacturees warranty. :2--;--.... e be replaced based on a charge of 33% per year or part thereof of the original
purchase price.VALID ONLY WITH PURCHASE AND PRESENTATION OF CERTIFICATE

•:::.„'''s ,..1 CALCULATION OF REPLACEMENT CHARGES - Tires are replacedunder these limited warranties with a comparably priced new tire at a pro-ratanista/11NT cost to the customer. Tread wear is pro-rated on the basis that the tire is worn
out when the tread is worn down to 3/32 of an inch remaining tread groove
depth or to the tread wear indicators on tires containing them. Tire replaeement—

cost is determined by multiplying the original cost o( the tire by the percentage(T I R E) 12
' of tread used. For example, if the original tread was 11/32 of an inch, and the

tire has 5/32 of an inch of tread remaining at the time of replacement, the
replacement cost will be 75% of the original cost ((11/32-5/32)/(11/32-3/32)
x 100). The replacement cost for mileage warranted tires is prorated at a set

vx, charge per 1,000 miles driven. F.E.T. and state taxes are added to the replacement
cost. Additional charges for mounting and balancing apply.

ITEMS NOT COVERED - These warranties do not cover:

The cost of any tire includes any wheel weights used in the balancing of the tire. • Use in commercial service such as commercial truck racing, street
sweepers, off-the-highway taxi,' limousine, or similar service (however
conunercial service does not include use by the owner as transportation in
his/her regular trade or business);

• Damage, destruction, or failure due to accident, fire, orvandalism;TIPS TO IIVIPROVE TIRE • -Irregular or premature tread wear caused by improper inflation,
misalignment, imbalance ofwheels, or worn out shock absorbers or brakes;IVIILEAGE AND SAFETY • Damage or failure due to non-tire causes such as being run fiat, mechanical
condition of the vehicle, cuts from rims or chains, or any willful abuse;

ROTATE TIRES
• Problems related to the appearance of the tire after the first 10% ofwear.d 6 REPLACE

every 6,000 to 8,000 miles or when worn-out tires when built-in wear bars OWNER'S DUTIES - It is the owner's responsibility to:

necessary to equalize treadwear. appear across 1he tread surface. • See that the tires are operated at proper inflation, pressure and loads;

ry REBALANCE REMEMBER TO RETURN
• Pay applicable taxes and dealer services such as mounting and balancing;6every other rotation to promote even to any Discount Tire / America's Tire store • Return the adjustable tire and complete the customer portion of the

tire wear and a smooth ride. for a lire inspection. adjustment claim form.

DURATION OF COVERAGE - Thew, warrantiec exoire three (Al vearc from

ri PLEASE DO NOT USE
any "Fix-a-Flat" type products. •,

BVI INSPECT

owl
D: rot

AIR 011110161.
SAV GIA,

riMAINTAIN AIR PRESSURE
as recommended by the vehicle or tire
manufacturer. Check your air pressure at least
once each month when tires are cool.

riMAINTAIN ALIGNMENT
(Front & Rear) replace worn suspension parts.

the date of purchase.

CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS - These limited warranties are the
exclusive warranties of Discount Tire or America's Tire stores, are in lieu of the
warranties of the manufacturer, and set forth theexclusive remedies available to
the tire user. In the event that the terms ofan applicable manufacturer's warrantyexceed the protection given under these warranties, Discount Tire or America's
Tire stores will honor those terms. Discount Tire or America's Tire may claim
for its own benefit any such manufacturer's warranty. These limited warranties
do not provide compensation for any consequential, special, incidental or
contingent damages. Some States do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may
not apply to you. Tires presented for a claim remain the property of Discount
Tire or America's Tire Stores. No representative or employee ofDiscount Tire or
America's Tire Stores may enlarge or alter these warranties.

mara tires occasionally tor excessive wear, treau
CONSUMER RIGHTS - These limited warranties give you specific legalor sidewali cuts, or other damage. rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from State to State.
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LIMITED WARRANTIES
Discount Tire and America's Tire Stores

ELIGIBILITY - These Limited Warranties apply to all owners of the tire usingCERTIFICATE • it in non-commercial service, except for the Mileage Warranty which is limited
to the original purchaser.

F.r,..--...-----.,
FOR REPAIR, REFUND OR REPLACEMENT •

:. -...4,)
,....... ,/ TO MAKE A CIAIM - Present your tire(s) and original sales invoice to any

Discount Tire or America's Tire Store. To locate a store you may call 1{888)
purchase or for a feeco77-1-llected at the time of the original tire llected to subject 6560, or visit the Discount Tire web site at www.discounttire.com.iii. ,,.Y.. ) The vehicle

other ttrea tO the terms of this certificate, Discount Tire or America's Tire stores will ..---,* on which the tire was used must be available for inspection, You will be asked
for a feecorefundthe purchase price and the sales tax, if any, on any tire covered in the event of a rii-_-j .,.. ,i.., to complete the customer portion of the adjustment claim form.
failure due to Workmanship and materials or a non.repairable road hazard for the service
of the original tread down to 3/32 inch remaining, or 3 years from date of purchase„ •,

WARRANTY COVERAGE

whichever occurs first. Upon refund or credit of sales tax, customer hereby acknowledges ..,-...
-.-..-___ v, New Tires

- Workmanship and Materials
-

If our examination shows
by actual signature or electronic signature capture such credit or refund. This additional F.,;-"P-C i that a passenger, SUV, or light truck tire covered by this warranty has become
acknowledgement satisfies a technical requirement in the sales tax statutes and/or .--.--- At.'" unserviceable due to a workmanship or materials defect during the service
regulations for many jurisdictions that a signed receipt must be obtained upon the refund ..E.-----, down to 3/32 of an inch, it will be replaced on a pro rata tread wear basis.

..--.A...1.,..0‘i
or credit of sales taxes. At the election of the purchaser, we will sell a replacement tire ,,•:,

-

• h.,
-

to the purchaser at the original price paid for the damaged tire, plus the required sales ----_-::,
New Tires Road Hazard (if applicable) - If our examination shows that

tax. In the event the covered tire is discontinued or unavailable, a tire of similar value will :1; - .soh •

a passenger, SUV, or light truck tire covered by this warranty has become
unserviceable due to a normal road hazard (i.e., non-repairable puncture, cut,

be substituted,
snag, bruise, or impact break) during the service down-jo 3/32 of an inch, it

If in our opinion, the tire can be safely repaired, we will do so free of charge. The cost of L",...!":".%->. will be replaced on a pro-rata tread wear basis.

this certificate is set forth on the receipt issued for the purchase of tire(s). New Tires - Mileage Warranty (if applicable) - In addition to the
--43-....t.,:.; warranties above, every mileage warranted passenger, SUV or light truck

msTire stores. This certificate -.:7---,---i.i,,,
does not cover daage caused by collision, vandalism, chain damage, mechanical defects n tire is warranted to the original purchaser for the specified number of miles

of tread wear and against normal road hazardsth
'

for e same mileage (if

This certificate will be honored at any Discount Tire orAmericaofthe vehicle or willful abuse. No other property damage or consequential damage of any 7.7._-..,-...,-,;.:!-*
---..e.... applicable). If our examination shows that the tire covered by this warranty

kind is covered by this certificate. ..i.,. .,1:' 4 hworn down to its tread indicators before giving the specified number
of miles of non-commercial service on the passenger, SUV or light truck on

as

There will be additional charges to purchase a new certificate for a replacement tire and FT which it was installed, it will be replaced on a pro-rata mileage basis.
to balance a replacement tire. ,.:. IA ) -.

.. ATV/Trailer Tires - If our examination shows that a trailer or ATV tire
By redeeming this certificate, the customer relinquishes the right to any manufacturer's -- -...

-. covered by this warranty has become unserviceable, other than by a road
warranty that may apply, and DiscountTire or America's Tire may claim for its own benefit ,g,....' '''). hazard, during the three year period following its date of purchase, it will
any such manufacturer's warranty. -='......-:.„*„ be replaced based on I charge of33% per year or part thereof of the original

purchase price.

CALCULATION OF REPLACEMENT CHARGES - Tires are replaced
F...-7.-- At' under these limited warranties with a comparably priced new tire at a pro-rata
-7,--;,.i....<!'N cost to the customer. Tread wear is pro-rated on the basis that the tire is worn
4. —nisenuNle out when the tread is worn down to 3/32 of an inch remaining tread groove
,..-.. -

'

--..-.....--1 depth or to the tread wear indicators on tires containing them. Tire replacement
t.:‘-'.4*,-.1ir, cost is determined by multiplying the original cost of the tire by the percentage

(T I R E ), ____, of tread used. For example, if the original tread was I1/32 of an inch, and the
-7e.:6,0. ) tire has 5/32 of an inch of tread remaining at the time of replacement, the
,..:%,-.7--..;.--;_.., replacement cost will be 75% of the original cost ((11/32-5/32)/(11/32,3/32)
=7:::.- .:<•. x WO). The replacement cost for mileage warranted tires is prorated at a setit[Cel-.0.,:rf.V-r::', charge per 1,000 miles driven. F.E.T. and state taxes are added to the replarentent

WIRTURIViiiPPITYVkli';',ViVilfg1FIPVIRV-W,PtWRIWNI;My01,'-yp _.;',!'....,L cost. Additional charges for mounting and balancing apply.

ITEMS NOT COVERED - These warranties do not cover:

The cost of any tire includes any wheel weights used in the balancing of the tire.
• Use in commercial service such as commercial truck racing, street

sweepers, off-the-highway taxi, limousine, or similar service (however
commercial service does not include use by the owner as transportation in
his/her regular trade or business);

• Damage, destruction, or failure due to accident, fire, or vandalism;

TIPS TO IIVIPROVE TIRE. Irregular or premature tread wear caused by improper inflation,
misalignment, imbalance of wheels, or worn out shock absorbers or brakes;

IVIILEAGE AND SAFETY • Damage or failure due to non-tire causes such as being nut flat, Mechanical
condition of the vehicle, cuts from rims or chains, or any willful abuse;

ROTATE TIRES
• Problems related to the appearance of the tire after the first 10% of wear.

Et REPLACE
every 6,000 to 8,000 miles or when worn•out tires when built-in wear bars OWNER'S DUTIES - It is the owner's responsibility to:

necessary to equalize treadwear. appear across the tread surface. • see that the COTS are operated at proper inflation, pressure and loads;
• Pay applicable taxes and dealer services such as mounting and balancing;REBALANCE ri REMEMBER TO RETURN

every other rotation to promote even to any Discount Tire / America's Tire store • Return the adjustable tire and complete the customer portion of the

tire wear and a smooth ride. for a tire inspection. adjustment claim form.

DURATFON OR C.011ERAGE Thrse warrantie, evnire thrre (Al vparc frnrn

MAINTAIN ALIGNMENT
(Front & Rear) replace worn suspension pads.

PLEASE DO NOT USE
•any "Fix-a-Flar type products.

riINSPECT,
" rTi D

tri4

4milr
AvEs_,GAsi

EI MMNTAIN AIR PRESSURE
as recommended by the vehicle or tire
manufacturer. Check your air pressure at least
once each month when tires are cool.

the date of purchase.

CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS - These limited warranties are the
exclusive warranties of Discount Tire or America's Tire stores are in lieu of the
warranties of the manufacturer, aild set forth the exclusive remedies available to
the are user. In the event that the terms ofan applicable manufacturer's warranty
exceed the protection given under these warranties, Discount Tire or America's
Tire stores will honor those terms. Discount Tire or America's Tire may claim
for its own benefit any such manufacturer's warranty. These limited warranties
do not provide compensation for any consequential, special, incidental or

contingent damages. Some States do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may
not apply to you. Tires presented for a claim remain the property of Discount
Tire or America's Tire Stores. No representative or employee ofDiscount Tire or

America's Tire Stores may enlarge or alter these warranties.

illia ,...4.•=0.111dlly !LH taLubsrin wudl, UMW CONSUMER RIGHTS - These limited warranties give you specific legal
or sidewall cuts, or other damage. rights, and you may also have other rights which vary front State to State.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

__________ District of __________ 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff(s)

v. Civil Action No.

Defendant(s)

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION

To: (Defendant’s name and address)

A lawsuit has been filed against you.

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) — or 60 days if you
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ.
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) — you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiff’s attorney,
whose name and address are:

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court.

CLERK OF COURT

Date:
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk

Northern District of Florida

Case 4:21-cv-00441-AW-MAF   Document 1-3   Filed 11/03/21   Page 1 of 2
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Civil Action No.

PROOF OF SERVICE

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (l))

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any)

was received by me on (date) .

I personally served the summons on the individual at (place)

on (date) ; or

I left the summons at the individual’s residence or usual place of abode with (name)

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there,

on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual’s last known address; or

I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is

 designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization)

on (date) ; or

I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or

Other (specify):

.

My fees are $ for travel and $ for services, for a total of $ .

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true.

Date:
Server’s signature

Printed name and title

Server’s address

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc:
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